
Model: LHA30B

Model: LHA20B

Model: LHA40B

Product list Sensing range description

Power usage duration description

Installation description

Function description

Notes for sensing mode

Light  *1 

Button type  Function description

 USB Charger Cable  *1
(Notes: The iron sheet has the same amount as the magnet amount of the light, The iron sheet amout 
of different light size may be different.)

Press button: Cycle switching white light, warm light, netural light

Initially closed.

Special instructions for sensing mode

Press the button for the first time to enter the ON mode.
(In the ON mode, the sensing function won't work and the light stays on) 

(The night sensing mode will be entered after the light flashes three times) 

(The all day sensing mode will be entered after the light flashes two times) 

Press the button for the second time to enter the Night sensing mode.

Press the button for the third time to enter the All day sensing mode.

 Press the button for the fourth time to back to off.

Note: monochrome models do not have this function!

 Iron Sheet  *N     

Holding button: When the light is on, the brightness can be adjust by holding the button, and
                         release to lock the brightness. (The brightness can be memorized)

The sensing range of the lamp is the area within 120°and 3 meters with
the probe as the center point.
However, improper installation or blocking the sensing probe will affect        
the sensing sensitivity.

1. Please clean the
installation position 
and keep it dry.

2. Place the iron sheet
 on the back of the light
finding out the position
of the built-in magnet.

3. Stick it to the target
position.

4. After installation, the
light is magnetically attach 
on the iron sheet and can
be take off at any time.       

1. According to different usage, the power usage duration would be different, The longer you use it 
    every day, the faster the power consumption, if the power consumption is still fast using the sensing
    mode less than 8 times a day and less than 25 seconds every sensing time, please contact the seller.

2. The brightness will decrease with the decrease of power, when the birghtness is low, please recharge
    the light in time.

( The adhesive surface faces outward )

 ( Don't stick the iron sheet on the light )  ( Sample ) ( Sample )

1. Setting the night sensing mode, the light will only turn on when both sensing human and in 
low lit enviroment, otherwise it won't turn on.

1. The installation position such as too low, too high or the probe was blocked will affect the sensing 
    range, it is recommended to be mounted facing the side passing by to ensure the better effect.

1. The iron sheet has two sides, one is metal and the other is adhesive.

2. The right installation method is to stick the adhesive side to the wall / cabinet,
    then the light can magnetically attach to the metal side.
    ( Do not stick the adhesive side on the light! )

3. The iron sheet has the same amount as the magnet of the light, The iron amount
    of different light size may be different.

2.The sensing mode can be blocked by glass.

2. Setting the all day sensing mode, the light will turn on when sensing human not matter 
there is enough light or not .
3. The light will automatically turn off when human left the sensing range for after 25 seconds.

4. The light stays on if human keeps in the sensing range.

Installation precoutions :

LED LIGHT
Product Manual



FCC WarningCharging description

Cautions

FAQs

Any Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible for 
compliance could void the user's authority to operate the equipment. 
This device complies with part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following 
two conditions: 
(1) This device may not cause harmful interference, and 
(2) this device must accept any interference received, including interference that may 
cause undesired operation. 
Note: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B 
digital device, pursuant to part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide 
reasonable protection against harmful interference in a residential installation. This 
equipment generates uses and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed 
and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio 
communications. However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a 
particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or 
television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the 
user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the following 
measures: 
-Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna. 
-Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver. 
-Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit.

Manufacturer/Hersteller: MDH LIGHTING LTD
Suite 302, 292 Strovolos Avenue, 2048 Strovolos Nicosia, 
Cyprus

UK Importer: MDH LIGHTING LTD
69 Aberdeen Avenue, Cambridge CB2 8DL, 
United Kingdom

Made in China

HK JW Illumination Co., Limited
Unit 616, 6/F., Kam Teem Industrial Building, 
135 Connaught Road West, Sai Wan Hong Kong

support@olafuslife.com www.olafuslife.com

Charging voltage: 5V

Charging precautions:

Red light -- charging        Green light -- fully charged

1. Do not use a charging device with output voltage greater than 5v to charge the light!

1. Please fully charge the battery before using it for the first time, otherwise the light may not be use because of the
    circuit protection. ( The protection is automatically released after charging )
2. Do not use the light under high temperature and humidity; This product is not suitable for outdoor.

Q: Just received the light, why can't turn it on ?

A: Please fully charge the battery before using it for the first time, otherwise the light may not be turn on because of
    the circuit protection. ( The protection is automatically released after charging )

Q: Charging problem ? 

A: Please reod the [ Charge description ].  

Q: The sensor is not sensitive enough / only worked when you walk closer? How wide is the sensing range ?
A: The sensing range of the lamp is the area within 120° and 3 meters with the probe as the center point, However,
improper installation or blocking of the sensing probe will affect the sensing effect. 
As shown in Page one [ Notes for sensing mode ]

Q: Power usage duration problem ?

A: According to different usoge, the power usage duration would be different, The longer you use it every doy, the
faster the power consumption, if the power consumption is still fast using the sensing mode less than 8 times a day 
and less than 25 seconds every sensing time, please contact the seller.

Q: Why won't it turn on when sensing human? / Why it turns on at daytime? / How long wil it turn off after sensing 
human ?
A: As shown in Page one [ Special instructions for sensing mode ]

3. The light source and battery of the product are irreplaceable. After a long time of use, when the brightness of the
    product is very low under full power state or the power usage duration becomes shorter under normal usage, the
    whole lamp shall be replaced.

2. In order to ensure charging safety and efficiency, please use the mobile phone charging adapter
    with safety certification to charge the light!
3. Do not use when charging. ( The sensing mode can't work normally which effected by the charging
    light when charging )

Please contact the seller if the manual can not solve
your problem, Thank you for your choice and trust.


